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Abstract
One of the challenges when developing a visualisation tool, especially at the start of a research project, is to amalgamate numer-
ous requirements and various possibilities and decide what to create. With software development, it is too easy to incorporate
all ideas, but quickly the tool becomes unusable, with feature overload. We reflect on designing and building the ColloCaid
collocation visualisation editor, especially our conceptual focus on simplicity. We were inspired by Hemingway’s iceberg theory
of deliberate omission, to help frame the visualisation challenge and achieve clarity and focused design. The ColloCaid tool
enables people to discover collocations, to help people improve vocabulary and fluency as they write. It was developed by a
multidisciplinary team of applied linguists, lexicographers, human-computer interaction and visualisation experts. We promote
focused design and problem solving, in visualisation, highlight concepts, including parti, design essence, and simplification.
We provide a collection of insights that hold potential to evolve into a structured set of design guidelines, offering valuable
direction to researchers.

1. Introduction

We have been developing, as a multidisciplinary team of linguists,
lexicographers, human-computer interaction and visualisation ex-
perts, the ColloCaid collocation visualisation editor [FRL*19;
SRB*19; RBL*20]. This online platform provides an environment
for writing and exploration, offering real-time suggestions of aca-
demic English. Our goal is to help individuals enhance the lexicon
and fluency of their written content, while unveiling potential col-
locations that they may use in the future. In this work, we explain
focused design and problem framing strategies when developing
the ColloCaid collocation editor and visualisation application.

When starting a visualisation project – such as our digital hu-
manities visualisation project, ColloCaid – there are many chal-
lenges; not only with difficulties over handling extremely large
data sets, but different (often conflicting) requirements and goals
of the project. In fact, researchers should recognise the importance
of dedicating effort to comprehend, analyse and handle data, be-
cause it forms the foundation of the project. Furthermore, it takes
much time to thoughtfully design new visualisation solutions, inte-
grate user feedback throughout the project, and decide on the best
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visual designs for the use-case, application users, deployment set-
ting, that can display the data effectively and efficiently. In addi-
tion to determining the project’s outcome and vision, the process
must involve honing the focus of the project, in order to establish
well-defined objectives for the work. Consequently, it is necessary
to have a clear design philosophy, carefully understand user needs,
gather feedback, and meticulously understand the impact of differ-
ent (potential) features.

2. ColloCaid development & visualisation design philosophy

Our vision was to develop a tool that will help people to write better
by choosing strong collocations – “lexical items occurring ... with a
greater frequency than the law of averages” [Kri87]. For example,
when an individual seeks a new computer, they desire a powerful
computer, rather than referring to it as a *strong computer. Simi-
larly in the context of visualisation, the phrase bar chart is more
common than *bar plot [RAB*19]. ColloCaid is an online text edi-
tor that extends the open-source TinyMCE editor, incorporates dy-
namic text suggestions, in-situ visualisations, and is underpinned
by an expert curated a dataset of over 30,000 collocations.

Our design philosophy drew inspiration from Hemingway, es-
pecially his iceberg theory: purposeful omission can greatly en-
hance the overall clarity [Smi83]. The visible part of the iceberg,
above the waterline, represents only a fraction of the entirety. Simi-
lar ideas can be applied to a data visualisation project. For example,
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frequently there exists an excess of data, needing its reduction, pro-
cessing or selection. Project development time is limited, requiring
focused effort. Each objective takes time to implement, therefore
developers must select the most important aspects to focus on. In
ColloCaid, we made intentional choices to reduce the quantity of
the data, specify examples, conscious selections over visualisation
design, and thoughtful choices on functionality of the interface. In
this paper we focus on design goals, data, and interface design.

3. ‘Less is more’ and examples from ColloCaid

Understanding design goals is important, especially at the start
of the project. This can be achieved by refining the problem
frame, and deeply considering every aspect of the challenge to de-
termine a list of priorities [Ent93]. Framing involves creating a
framework that shapes the approach. We had a clear design phi-
losophy: to help users write better and use appropriate colloca-
tions. This clear design essence, in architecture, is known as the
parti [Fre07]. Indeed, to design the visualisations we used the Five
Design-Sheet (FdS) methodology, to sketch many alternative (low-
fidelity [Ret94]) visualisation concepts, which incorporates the de-
sign parti as a fundamental principle [RHR16]. Because various
perspectives (frames) can be constructed for a single challenge,
each emphasising distinct facets, it is crucial to recognise that each
perspective significantly impacts, and shapes the ultimate form of,
the end result. Subsequently, frames can change, as knowledge and
experience grow, and are ‘elaborated’ over time [KMH06; PC05].
The idea of shifting design objectives aligns effectively with the
process of prototyping. In ColloCaid, we implemented several pro-
totypes, tested each with real users, improved the version, and so
on. In fact, we started with a Powerpoint implementation — a pre-
totype [Sav19] (a quickly developed solution to test the concept)
— which we demonstrated at conferences, and for which gained
useful and constructive feedback.

One significant challenge inherent in any project involving data
utilisation and visualisation is the organisation and management of
reference data. High quantities of data quickly become unwieldy,
are slow to analyse, create unfocused tools and confusing results.
Demonstration data must be focused, to help answer the specific
question. We employed various strategies to focus the project goals.
We chose Academic English as it is the lingua franca of the aca-
demic world. This choice fitted well with us being academics in
fields involving lexicography, linguistics, and computing, because
it gave us access to a broad set of writers in the English language,
and provided us with appropriate participants for our evaluation
studies. We reduced the data further by including only frequent
words (Zipf distribution [Fra20]) and specifically used three vocab-
ulary lists as detailed by Frankenberg-Garcia et al. [FLR*19]. Us-
ing SketchEngine [KBB*14; KK17], logDice [KBB*14] and fre-
quency statistics from the corpora of published academic writing
(e.g. OCAE [WSS19], PICAE [ADKT11; AC13]) we curated col-
location association scores, example sentences, storing collocate
nodes as headwords (which makes the database smaller), and ex-
panding the words to their full lexical set when required [RBL*20].

The notion of uncomplicated interfaces is deeply ingrained in
human-computer interaction. One of Jakob Nielsen’s principles is
toward “aesthetic and minimalist design”; Shneiderman recom-

mends maintaining simplicity in design [SP10], while Baldonado
et al. [WWK00] emphasise the need for economical view use
(view parsimony) in multiple coordinated view systems [Rob07],
as supported by quantification analysis [CZL*20]. Rather than us-
ing hundreds of visualisations, we focused on a few specific well-
crafted visual depictions, and on text visualisation [KK15; CC16;
LWC*18; AL19]. However, crafting effective interfaces is not a
matter of making things simple – a point that Donald Norman un-
derlined [Nor10] – instead, designers should ensure “complexity is
tamed”. For example, it would be confusing to display hundreds of
examples. We decided to show the eight most relevant examples,
motivated by research in cognitive psychology [Mil56].

4. Discussion

Design simplification and the concept of ‘less is more’ hold sub-
stantial power. They prompt us, as designers of tools, to con-
sider what is essential. However, comprehending which elements
are necessary, or deserving of emphasis, is not always straight-
forward. With ColloCaid, our decisions were helped through early
prototypes and ongoing user involvement throughout the develop-
ment; from early prototypes, PowerPoint pretype, to visualisation
sketches with the FdS [RHR17], ongoing evaluation by workshop
participants and language learners. Importantly, we had a strong
guiding essence, of developing a user-focused tool that helped users
improve their written English. Indeed, by the end of 2022 we hit
over 10,000 ColloCaid users. Choosing to omit certain elements, in
favour of highlighting others, and simplifying and refining individ-
ual facets, has not necessarily meant less work. On the one hand,
we invested more time and energy in specific project components,
such as getting the interface right, testing it with users, and so forth.
On the other, we saved time, by focusing on specific data, and the
development of bespoke and specific visualisations.

Finally, we emphasise the importance of understanding the con-
cept essence (the parti), in our case, an ‘environment for writing and
exploration, offering real-time suggestions of academic English us-
ing collocations’. This was important, throughout the project, but
especially when designing the visualisations. Furthermore, on any
team, when determining to include a function, someone can quickly
ask ‘does it fit with the parti?’ However, this is not necessarily a
quick action, as it often requires developers to place additional ef-
fort and time, make redesigns, re-implement functions that users
have suggested can be improved, and so on. A visualisation project
can be likened to a swan gracefully gliding on water. At a glance,
users perceive a streamlined, refined system. However, beneath the
exterior lies a substantial amount of dedicated work, careful strate-
gising, data processing and manipulation, choice of effective colour
schemes, all supported by a foundation of scientific rigour. Data ex-
perts and visualisation designers must make numerous decisions,
on data storage, selection and processing, data mapping, colour
schemes, interface controls and so forth. To guarantee the effec-
tive communication of the intended message through visualisation
and the creation of a dependable and user-friendly interface.
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